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Abstract We study generalized varying coefficient partially linear models when some
linear covariates are error prone, but their ancillary variables are available. We first
calibrate the error-prone covariates, then develop a quasi-likelihood-based estimation
procedure. To select significant variables in the parametric part, we develop a penalized
quasi-likelihood variable selection procedure, and the resulting penalized estimators
are shown to be asymptotically normal and have the oracle property. Moreover, to
select significant variables in the nonparametric component, we investigate asymptotic
behavior of the semiparametric generalized likelihood ratio test. The limiting null
distribution is shown to follow a Chi-square distribution, and a new Wilks phenomenon
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is unveiled in the context of error-prone semiparametric modeling. Simulation studies
and a real data analysis are conducted to evaluate the performance of the proposed
methods.
Keywords Ancillary variables · Errors-in-variable · Error prone · LASSO ·
Measurement errors · Quasi-likelihood · Penalized quasi-likelihood · SCAD · Varying
coefficient models

1 Introduction
Generalized varying coefficient partially linear models (GVCPLM) (Li and Liang
2008) are powerful extensions of generalized partially linear models (GPLM). These
models offer additional flexibility compared to GPLM when modeling data with discrete response variable, because they further relax model assumptions imposed on
GPLM and allow interactions between covariates and certain unknown functions
depending on other covariates, while keep some linear components there. GVCPLM
are also useful generalizations of varying coefficient models (Hastie and Tibshirani
1993), which have been applied to parsimoniously describe data structure and uncover
scientific feature, and have been studied in the context of quasi-likelihood principle. As
well known in the literature, several useful semiparametric models can be classified as
special cases of GVCPLM in one way or another to name a few such as GPLM (Hunsberger 1994; Hunsberger et al. 2002; Lin and Carroll 2001; Severini and Staniswalis
1994); partially linear models (Härdle et al. 2000; Robinson 1988; Speckman 1988);
semivarying-coefficient models (Fan and Huang 2005; Xia et al. 2004; Zhang et al.
2002) and varying coefficient models (Cai et al. 2000; Hastie and Tibshirani 1993).
Li and Liang (2008) studied variable selection for GVCPLM using the SCAD (Fan
and Li 2001) to identify parametric components and generalized likelihood ratio test
(Fan et al. 2001) to select nonparametric components. Wang and Xia (2009) proposed
a shrinkage method for selecting nonparametric components in varying coefficient
models. Wang et al. (2011) developed an estimation procedure and variable selection
procedure for generalized additive partial linear models (PLM) with an incorporation
of polynomial spline smoothing to estimate nonparametric functions and penalized
SCAD quasi-likelihood-based estimators to select linear covariates. Li et al. (2011)
considered variable selection on varying coefficient partially linear models when both
the number of parametric and nonparametric components diverge at appropriate rates.
Wei et al. (2011) further considered variable selection and estimation in “large p, small
n” setting using the group Lasso idea (Yuan and Lin 2006).
Measurement errors are often encountered in biomedical research. Simply ignoring the errors can cause bias in estimation and lead to a loss of power for accurately
detecting the relationship among variables. Regression calibration and simulation
extrapolation (SIMEX, Cook and Stefanski 1994) are two widely useful methods
for eliminating or reducing bias caused by measurement errors. But the corresponding
estimators are consistent only in special cases such as linear or loglinear regression,
and approximately consistent in general cases. There are possible alternative methods
to remedy consistency concerns by deriving unbiased score functions in the pres-
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